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Facing page: 

Jumana al-Husseini 

Composition, 1994 

Mixed media on canvas 

11. For further reading on the al-Hus

seini family, see llan Pappe, 'The Rise
and Fall of the Husaynis 1840- 1922'
(Part I). in Jerusalem Quarterly File, 10,
autumn 2000, pp. 27-38 and (part 11) in
11-12, winter-spring 2001, pp. 52-67.
See also Serene Husseini Shahid, Jeru

salem Memories, Beirut 2000.

12. Carswell, The Lebanese Vision' ,
p.' 18. It is interesting to note that
the opening of AUB's art department

where Maryette Charlton and George
Bueher from the Art Institute of Chi
cago taught, coincided with the CIA's
covert campaign to lure established
and young artists and intellectuals in

thirty-five countries (including Leba
non) toward a more accommodating
view of the 'American way'. See Frances
Stonor Saunders, The Cultural Cold War,
New York 1999.

the status quo. Thus, while their countrymen from the camps had ' fi re ugeestatus' that did not allow them work permits, the Palestinian Ras Beirut artists a number of whom were granted Lebanese citizenship, could openly earn thei;living from their art.
Work by Ras Beirut artists patronized by Lebanese, Arab and foreign

collectors was exhibited in Beirut's Sursock Museum and commercial art 
galleries and was often included in international exhibitions representing
Lebanon. And while there were hardly any women among the refugee camp 
artists, the Ras Beirut artists boasted a number who won wide recognition.

A number of refugee artists from Palestine's urban centres associated
with the Ras Beirut art scene lived in Beirut only intermittently, though for
protracted periods. These include Maliha Afnan, Rita Daoud, Laila al-Shawwa,
Vladimir Tamari and Kamal Boullata. The three artists discussed below _
Jumana al-Husseini, Juliana Seraphim and Paul Guiragossian - all lived in
Beirut permanently. Their entire art careers were carved out in the city and their
work was part and parcel of Lebanon's art movement. Husseini was exceptional
in openly identifying with her compatriots from the refugee camps, while both
Seraphim and Guiragossian, who were publicly recognized as Lebanese artists,
generally kept their Palestinian identity in the shadows. Their art, however, did
not cease to reveal different facets of their Palestinian experience.

Jumana al-Husseini (b. 1932)

In 1948, when a bomb hit Jumana al-Husseini's home outside the walls of Jerusa
lem's Old City, her family went to wait out the storm in Beirut. Husseini young
men and women had been sent to Beirut for higher education since the turn of the
century, and the family maintained relations there from earlier sojourns. Indeed,
Jumana, the youngest of the Husseini girls, had been taken to Beirut when she
was four and lived there for a number of years: her father, the nationalist leader
Jamal al-Husseini, had been exiled by the British following the Palestinian revolt
of 1936-9 and had sought refuge in Beirut along with other Palestinian leaders,
including his second cousin the mufti ofJerusalem. Beirut was thus not new to
the sixteen-year-old refugee from this notable Jerusalem family which had played
a pivotal role in Palestinian public life for two centuries.11 

Jumana al-Husseini spent most of her adult life in Beirut. In 1954, the
American University of Beirut opened a Department of Fine Arts that offered
an alternative to the more conventional art classes given at other local art
institutions. For the first time art was 'taught according to formal, not stylistic
principles'. 12 Husseini, by then the mother of a two-year-old, enrolled at the
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in book form ( without Seraphim's drawings) Ba'albaki was faced with a highly 

publicized trial for 'indecency', which she eventually won.22 

With sweeping brush strokes and hairline drawings she gave shape to agile 

bodies and winged beings Roa ting amid pools of imaginary orchards. Spontaneous 

brush marks turn a wave into an leaf and the plumage of imaginary birds fuses 

with waves and seashells dissolving wings and water into each other within an 

aureole of translucent colours. Often, through her winged beings, which can be 

seen as a subconscious tribute to the biblical origins of Seraphim's family name, 

we see a woman's face emerging behind bridal veils.23 While the 'bride' often

denotes the coastal city of her birth in Palestinian vernacular, in Seraphim's 

paintings the bride's facial features invariably reflect her own. 

Mona Hatoum (b. 1952) 

Born in Beirut, Mona Hatoum is the third and youngest daughter of Palestinian 

refugees from Haifa. A London resident for more than twenty years, she is the 

foremost Palestinian woman artist in the international art scene. In 1975, when 

the Lebanese civil war erupted, Hatoum was visiting Europe for the first time. Due 

to the subsequent nine-month closure of Beirut airport, the twenty-three-year-old 

graduate of Beirut University College ( today the American University of Beirut) 

was unable to return home and begin her art studies as planned. In London, 

she was admitted instead to Byam Shaw School of Art, which she attended for 

four years. After completing her studies, she went on to London's Slade School 

of Fine Art from which she graduated in 1981. Hatoum, whose work has been 

exhibited in prominent galleries and major museums in Paris, London, Berlin, 

Madrid, New York, Montreal, Sydney and Hong Kong (among other cities), has 

THE WORLD, THE SELF, AND THE BODY: PIONEERING WOMEN IN PALESTINIAN ART 

Juliana Seraphim 

Femme-Fleur, 1972 

Oil on canvas, 100 x 80 cm 

Juliana Seraphim 

Femme-Fleur, 1966 

Oil on canvas, 100 x 80 cm 

Georges Ghosn Collection, Beirut 

22. See Seraphim's erotic drawings
and Ba'albaki's 'Safinat Hanan ila-
1-0amar' (A Vessel of Tenderness to
the Moon), Hiwar, 4, May-June 1963,
pp. 22-8. It is noteworthy that every
issue of this short-lived but influential
literary quarterly edited by Palestinian
poet Tawfiq Sayigh (1923-71) and
published in Beirut (1962-7) contained 
at least one if not two pieces by women 
writers. Some issues also discussed
works of women artists accompanied
by black and white reproductions of
their work. As for Laila Ba'albaki's trial,
it took place on 27 June 1964 before
Lebanon's Publications Court which
charged her on the basis of 'indecent
references and statements' in her book
published by George Ghorayyeb in
Sept. 1963. Following an independent
campaign waged by members of
Lebanon's intelligentsia, who supported 
the novelist's right to freedom of
expression, the Court of Appeals verdict 
of 23 July 1964 pronounced Ba'albaki
innocent and ordered all confiscated
copies returned to their owners.

23. The artist's family name Seraphim 
etymologically derives from the Hebrew 
plural of the word seraph. It refers to
the guardian angels of God's throne.
See Isaiah 6:1-3. In Byzantine and
Islamic art, these supreme angels are
commonly represented with as many
as six wings. In Western Christian art of 
the Middle Ages and the Renaissance,
they are mostly depicted as heads
with multiple wings. See Richard
Ettinghausen, Arab Painting, New
York 1977, pp. 178-9, and James Hall,
Dictionary of Subjects and Symbols in

Art, New York 1 !:179, pp. 16-17.
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